With the Regina Library renovation completed, other buildings on campus are getting some well-deserved attention. The Dion Center, Trinity Hall and Guild Hall have all seen improvements over the summer.

While the Dion Center got an updated look—new paint, light fixtures and window treatments—the residence halls needed more substantial updates. “The walls are staying where they were, for the most part. Pretty much everything else you see or touch has been replaced,” says Rick Perrine, Director of Facilities Management.

“We’ve wanted to install sprinklers and improve ADA accessibility for a long time—the rest of it goes hand in hand. Sprinklers are an invasive process; it made sense to do everything at once,” Perrine says.

Elevators are being installed in both dorms as well as new energy-efficient plumbing and light fixtures. Workers have also improved wiring and network connections, ensuring that the buildings can accommodate future upgrades.